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Q1:  

Yes, the classification system is in need of revamping. 

Q2:  

To allow adults to have a choice in what they want to watch and view, while giving benchmarks in the 

form of ratings as what to expect. 

Q3:  

If you are refering to a classification system that uses one big combined system then yes. ie - M rating 

for video games is the same for movies. 

Q4:  

This of course depends on what the content is. What content are you refering too? 

Q5:  

"Potential impact" is a very opinionistic term. You can't expect an answer when using non specific 

terms like that one. I was already under the impression chicldrens content was already rated. 

Q6:  

Don't understand the question. 

Q7:  

What is art? This is not something I can answer with such a vauge term as "artwork".  

Q8:  

Q9:  

All content should be allowed to be submitted for classification 

Q10:  

All content should be classified. Weather content is approprite for public view in a public place is for 

the law to decide. 

Q11:  

The rights of people ie lack of r18 classification for video games. 

Q12:  

The internet should not be restricted. Illegal cyber activities are what law enforcment are for. 

Q13:  



Parental education. There are many forms of parental lockout. This is the job of a parent to raise their 

children correctly. Online content should NOT be restricted. 

Q14:  

I wasn't under the impression the current system was failing. 

Q15:  

I believe that the content should show the classification when it has been classified. 

Q16:  

The current system. 

Q17:  

Industry professionals have a much better understanding in content and classification and should be 

used to set up the code. 

Q18:  

Q19:  

Not knowing the cost I can not answer this question 

Q20:  

Q21:  

R18 classification for video games should be implemented. This has been a need for years but 

rejected by narrow minded and uniformed key political figures. R18 will give adults the choice they 

deserve while making the guides clearer.  

Q22:  

Having the same set of guidelines for all media. 

Q23:  

Q24:  

None, no content on the internet should be filtered 

Q25:  

See Q24 

Q26:  

Yes 

Q27:  

I believe an introduction for the R18+ video games classification would greatly benefit everyone. 

Q28:  

Q29:  



I believe an introduction for the R18+ video games classification would greatly benefit everyone. 

Other comments:  

I believe introducing the R18+ classification system would be extremely beneficial to everyone. Not 

only will it give good guidelines for people to judge content of games, it also gives adults the rights 

they deserve. 

 


